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3 Locaties in uw favorieten 

 by Randy Son Of Robert   

Diamond Restaurant 

"Home Cookin'"

This is the real deal. Diamond is a down-home eatery that keeps its

customers full of the most scrumptious comfort food this side of your

momma's kitchen. New and updated after renovations, Diamond has

retained its original classics as well as newer additions to the menu.

Besides house specials, burgers, hot dogs and sandwiches, diners can

also sample Italian and Greeks specialties. Must tries include the fried

chicken, though somewhat ubiquitous in these parts, is always prepared

just right at Diamond. Other favorites include salmon patties, chicken pot

pie, and fried oysters. Everything on the menu is served with sides like

freshly baked biscuits and home-style cornbread.

 +1 704 375 8959  1901 Commonwealth Avenue, Charlotte NC

 by gifrancis   

Bar-B-Q King 

"The Sensational Pork Burger"

Known for their lip-smacking burgers, this wonderful BBQ restaurant

serves a delicious and cheap fast food menu. While all their burgers,

sandwiches and hot dogs are delectable, the Chopped Pork Buger steals

the show. A simple preparation, this iconic burger is made by combining

Chopped Pork with vinegar sauce and coleslaw, which is then put on to a

regular bun. However, the more simple it is, the more delicious it tastes.

The quality of meat, vegetables and breads used in all their products are

of top-notch quality and flavor. Other crowd-pleasers include Ocean Perch

Filet Plate, Chuck Wagon Steak and Country Ham Sandwich.

 +1 704 399 8344  barbqking.com/  contact@barbqking.com  2900 Wilkinson Boulevard,

Charlotte NC

 by Geoff Peters 604   

Landmark Diner 

"Perfect Family Diner"

Landmark Diner in Charlotte is a perfect family restaurant either to grab

breakfast, brunch or for a late night meal. Their success has got a lot to do

with the variety in cuisine namely Italian, Greek and American, matched

with reasonable prices. If catering is what you are looking for then

Landmark Diner prepares a satisfying menu for a number of events. The

variety in choice available makes this diner definitely worth visiting.

 +1 704 532 1153  www.landmarkdinercharlottenc.co

m/

 4429 Central Avenue, Charlotte NC
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